
I n this ever-changing market the doc prep has to stay on its toes. As a result, 
Document Express, Inc. launched its latest document services platform, 
EliteDocs. The new platform has replaced DX’s current CyberDocs online 

system with an enhanced and more engaging doc prep solution for its users. 
Utilizing cutting edge SaaS model technology, 
EliteDocs will continue to showcase DX’s 
comprehensive array of document preparation 
and mortgage closing solutions consisting of Closing Documents, Initial 
Disclosures, High Cost/Predatory Lending Analysis and Flood Zone 
Determinations, while also adding additional features, expanded functionality 
and a streamlined look. The totally revamped system is centered around a 
“new age” method for document preparation and compliance. Lori Johnson 
and Erika Klein talk about the new system and the future of the doc prep sector.

Executive Interview

Lori Johnson (left) and Erika Klein of Document Express, Inc. 
discuss how they see document preparation evolving.
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Q: Why did you get into the mortgage space?

LORI  JOHNSON: Document Express was 
established out of my partner Paul’s real 
estate practice. He had a law practice and 
was approached by a client to be a doc prep 
because they were not happy with what 
was out there. I was Document Express’ 
second employee. I knew nothing about 
the industry. If you asked me 20 years 
ago what I would be doing, I wouldn’t 
have said this. Now I have a passion for 
it. I wouldn’t change it for the world. I’ve 
worked my way up and now I’m a 50% 
partner. When I started in the mortgage 
space I just needed a job. I started in 1992 
and here I am today, loving it.

ERIKA KLEIN: I’m similar to Lori. I was 22 
years old going to college and working 
in a restaurant. Someone I knew found 
out that Lori was looking for customer 
service support. I applied for the job and 
started part time. I moved to full time af-
ter finishing school with an advertising 
and marketing degree. Nine years later 
I’m full time, I do marketing here, project 
management and customer support. 

Q: How has the mortgage space changed?

LORI JOHNSON: The industry has changed 
drastically. We went from a paper-based 
world to an electronic world where speed, 
accuracy, efficiency and integrations are a 
must-have in order to succeed. It has been 
a dynamic shift.

ERIKA KLEIN: When I started here we print-
ed all of our doc packages and sent them 
out. We printed out hundreds of pages, by 

hand and in person. We reviewed every 
page for errors and if errors existed it was 
back to the drawing board and everything 
had to be re-printed. It was labor-inten-
sive, it was slow moving and human error 
occurred. Now we integrate with all the 
LOS systems out there. It’s nothing like 
that anymore. We don’t print anything 
anymore.

LORI JOHNSON: What used to be printed and 
shipped can now be completed in seconds 
with the push of a button.

Q: Talk about the story behind the creation of 
EliteDocs.

LORI JOHNSON: Our prior system was ASP 
and we needed something that would take 
us to the next level. We moved to a .NET 
framework so we could create partner-
ships with the big players out there like 
eLynx, Interthinx, LPS, and others. We 
wanted a software that can be customized. 
We think customization is our niche. We 
want to be super responsive to our clients. 
There are industry-based rules that every 

lender has to follow of course, but we also 
understand that each individual client has 
their own rules that they want to put in 
place. This is the client’s solution. We are 
a part of their company. From that Elit-
eDocs was born.

ERIKA KLEIN: The old system was fine, but 
we wanted more. We took all of our cli-
ents’ feedback to build this new product. 
It was a long time in the making, but it is 
what the mortgage industry needs.

Q: What makes EliteDocs different?

LORI JOHNSON: We can deliver a system that 
can streamline a lender’s process better as 
compared to any of our competitors. We 
can easily handle customization. For ex-
ample, we just signed one of the top 20 
credit unions and we had them custom-
ized, up and trained within 30 days. We 
also just got a contract signed from a top 
VA lender. They chose us because of our 
ability to customize the docs and yet they 
still rely on us for the legal/compliance 
aspect of the docs.

ERIKA KLEIN: EliteDocs really is our clients’ 
system. If they want a field turned off it gets 
turned off. If they want the system to check 
that the loan number is so many digits or 
you can’t go any further, that quality control 
is built in. We customize all our forms at no 
additional cost. We do all of our training for 
no additional cost. We want the system to 
be what they need.

Q: How has the term document preparation 
changed over the years?

LORI JOHNSON: We are changing so much. 
The industry is becoming more data driv-
en. You don’t want to wait to get a form 
changed. You want a document created 
dynamically, on the fly, that is compliant. 
Integration with the LOS is important as 
well. Everything starts in the LOS so it is 
important for the LOS to be the system 
of record. We’ve improved on the integra-
tion so that when docs are ordered in the 
LOS we require that all the data needed to 
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Lori Johnson is president of Document Express, Inc. She is responsible 
for the day-to-day operations of the mortgage document preparation 
company that has been serving the needs of lenders throughout 
the nation since in 1992. Johnson provides leadership, guidance, 
technology development, and looks over sales and customer support for 
the company. She is actively involved in ensuring that Document Express 
continues to exceed client expectations. In addition, she develops strategic partnerships 
with third-party partners.
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Industry PredIctIons
Lori Johnson thinks:

1The IRS and FHA will accept the use of 
eSignatures by the end of the year.

2We will see more lenders re-entering 
the mortgage space as housing finally 

bottoms.

3Finally, home prices will start to 
increase.



complete the docs be in their LOS. For ex-
ample, if they forget to put data in a certain 
area our competitors will alert the lender 
and provide a field within the doc prep to 
enter the missing data. That approach can 
push a lender out of compliance because 
now you have data that exists in your doc 
prep system that is not in your system of 
record, your LOS. So we send out the 
same alert, but we direct the lender to en-
ter that data into their LOS and we pull 
the data from the LOS once they make the 
update. If the client doesn’t use their LOS 
to the fullest, we offer a data write back 
function so we can push that data back to 
the system of record if they only want to 
enter it into the doc prep.

ERIKA KLEIN: When I started here we were 
just doc prep. Now we are a doc prep and a 
compliance company. The lender doesn’t 
want to be bothered with the new rules, 
they want us to handle that. We have the 
doc prep side covered, but we also have 
the compliance side covered as well.

Q: What is the future of document preparation?

LORI JOHNSON: There is a lot in phase two 
of our new product. Our clients don’t just 
want initial disclosures and closing docs, 
they want more. They want pre-applica-
tion docs, wire documents, pre-closing 
documents, post-closing documents and 
everything in between. The LOS doesn’t 
have the state-specific documents within 
the LOS. In some states loan lock agree-
ments are state specific and even 1003s 
are state specific in some cases. We are 
also the only doc prep that supports the 
1003. We built every aspect of the 1003 

into the software. Small clients may not 
have an LOS, so what do they do? All of 
our competitors support the data that goes 
into the 1003, but they may not have ev-
ery field built into their system so that a 
small lender can operate without an LOS 
in some cases.

ERIKA KLEIN: We strive to be ahead of the 
curve. Every integration will be lights out 
in the future. The doc prep will just be be-
hind the scenes doing the work.

LORI JOHNSON: A doc prep company will 
no longer survive if they don’t provide e-
sign, e-disclosure, e-delivery, e-storage, 
everything in one system. Doc preps 
won’t survive unless they can keep up 
with industry changes.

Q: How would you define innovation?

LORI JOHNSON: Innovation is about con-
tinuing to increase efficiency. Innovation 
is not just embellishing on your system 
though. Innovation is about creating a 

new and better way to do business. You 
have to strive to make the whole mortgage 
process better.

ERIKA KLEIN: I agree. At Document Express 
we are continuing to make our system 
better. However, innovation is also about 
offering new things. For example, a new 
client asked us to register the MIN num-
ber after the loan closes. We now do that 
out of the box. It takes lenders 20 minutes 
or more to log in to MERS, now that’s 
done with one button in our system.

Q: How will the mortgage industry look five years 
from now?

LORI JOHNSON: In five years the doc prep in-
dustry will all be electronic. The investor 
and every local county recorder will accept 
electronic documents. There is a green ele-
ment to going electronic, but beyond that it 
is faster and safer. In five years we’ll have 
bounced back from the meltdown and ev-
erything will be looking up. We’re seeing 
applications go up and down from week to 
week, but in five years our industry will be 
more stable and fully electronic.

ERIKA KLEIN: The mortgage industry has to 
go electronic. If you look outside of the 
mortgage space, everything is electronic 
today. You pay your bills online. You pay 
for your groceries with an e-signature. It’s 
abnormal to get paper documents. I just 
don’t see how our industry can’t be fully 
electronic in five years.

LORI JOHNSON: Imagine a company that 
you can trust to take care of all of your 
compliant lending documents and secure 
delivery needs so you have the freedom 
to focus on what you do best, closing 
more loans. Imagine a stress free lend-
ing environment where rapidly chang-
ing compliance issues are resolved by a 
trusted partner before you even have to 
worry about it. Imagine a team of excep-
tional people that is always there, when-
ever you need them, delivering extraor-
dinary results. That’s what we strive to 
deliver today. So, we’re ready. ❖
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Industry PredIctIons
Erika Klein thinks:

1Home values will continue to drop this 
year.

2Foreclosure activity will remain the 
same for the remainder of the year but 

could pick up again at the beginning of 
next year.

3Short sales will continue to increase 
into the future.
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Erika Klein is project manager of Document Express, Inc. She has been 
with Document Express since 2002 and oversees all client-relations for 
the company, heads up project management and provides customer 
support. Klein is actively involved in client implementation from start to 
finish. She is the main contact for new clients and is responsible for client 
customizations, software training and continued customer support. She 
also works directly with the sales team to provide marketing services for Document Express 
and also trains and supports the customer support department personnel.
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